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This paper deals with number fields F for which the 2-primary subgroup of 
J&(0,), the Milnor K-group of the ring of integers of F, is of a particularly simple 
type, namely number fields that have the following property: 
F is totally real and the 2-primary subgroup of K2(OF) 
is elementary abelian of smallest rank possible. (*I 
A criterion is given for when a quadratic extension of such a number field again 
has property (*). It is also proved that for any number field with property (*) there 
exist infinitely many quadratic extensions that again have this property. Moreover, 
a family of number fields that have property (*) and that have additional 
interesting properties with respect to units and class number is exhibited. 
0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a number field and let 0, denote its ring of integers. Let K2(OF) 
denote the Milnor K-group of O,, as defined in [7]. Garland [S] has 
proved that K2(OF) is a finite abelian group. Why is the 2-primary sub- 
group of K2(OF) of interest? The structures of the K-groups K,(O,) and 
K,(O,) are well known, The structure of K,(O,) has been determined 
recently [9], but little is known about K2(OF). The Birch-Tate Conjecture 
predicts the order of K,(O,) for totally real number fields. It has been con- 
firmed by Mazur and Wiles [S] for abelian number fields up to 2-torsion. 
Therefore, the exact 2-power dividing the order of K2(OF) is of particular 
interest. Even though not much is known about the order of the 2-primary 
subgroup of K2(OF), its rank, i.e., the number of Z/2” factors in this finite 
abelian group, can be determined as follows: 
For a number field F (not necessarily totally real), let r,(F) denote the 
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number of real embeddings of F and g,(F) the number of dyadic primes of 
F. Let CS(F) denote the S-ideal class group of F (definition given in remark 
after (2.2)), where S is the set consisting of all infinite and dyadic primes 
of F. From [ 10, Theorems 6.1 and 6.31 we have Tate’s 2-rank formula: 
2-rk K,(O,) = r,(F) + gz(F) - 1 + 2-rk C’(F). 
Hence, the smallest possible rank for the 2-primary subgroup of K,(O,) 
is r,(F). Even when this minimum is achieved the structure, or even the 
order, has not been determined in general. From [3] we have some 
information for the special case of a number field for which, in addition to 
this, the 2-primary subgroup of K,(O,) is elementary abelian, i.e., it is a 
direct sum of copies of Z/2. The totally real number fields for which 
2-prim K,(O,) is elementary abelian of rank r,(F) will be studied here. 
They will be referred to as number fields with property (*). In [6] Hettling 
confirmed that the 2-part of the Birch-Tate Conjecture holds for number 
fields with property (*). 
In this paper we give a criterion (2.4) for when a quadratic extension of 
a number field with property (*) again has this property. We also prove 
that for any number field with property (*) there exist infinitely many 
quadratic extensions that again have property (*). Furthermore, in (4.2) 
we exhibit a family of number fields that have property (*) and that have 
additional interesting properties with respect to units and class number. 
1. SETTING UP THE TOOLS 
Let F be a number field and let S denote a set of primes of F that 
contains all infinite primes. Let 0: and Us stand for the units and S-units 
of F, respectively. We recall the definition Us = (x E F 1 up(x) = 0 for all 
p $ S}. Note that O:= U; when S is the set containing only the infinite 
primes of F. 
From Dirichlet’s S-unit theorem we have # Us/( Us)* = 2rl(F’+d, where 
d is the number of finite primes in S and Y~( F) is the number of real 
embeddings of F. 
Inclusion induces an injective map on square classes: i,: 0~/(0~)2 -+ 
U:/( U”,)‘. Consider the signature map Ok: F*/(F*)’ + (Z/2)r1(‘) that is 
induced by mapping an element of F* to the signs of its images under the 
r,(F) real embeddings of F. From the independence of valuations we know 
that this map is surjective. Let 0°F denote the restriction of this map to 
W( u”,,‘. 
(1.1) DEFINITION. Let F be a number field, and let S denote a set of 
primes of F that contains all infinite primes. F is said to contain S-units 
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with independent signs if 0:: iJ:/( U”,)’ + (Z/2)“(” is surjective. F is said to 
contain units with independent signs if OS, iF is surjective. 
Let E be a real quadratic extension of F. We have a commutative 
diagram: 




j’*/(f’*)z realembedd. @/2)O(n 
Here, m is the surjective map that multiplies pans of entries and NEIF 
denotes the norm map. We will now use S to denote both a set of primes 
of F as before, and the set of primes of E that lie over these. Let the restric- 
tion of NEIF to Og/(Og)2 and to Ui/(Ui)’ be denoted by N, and N,, 
respectively. Defining gg analogously to 0: and i, analogously to i,, we 
obtain a commutative diagram of finite abelian groups: 






o;/(o;)’ A u;/(u;)’ -5 (Z/2)r’(F) 
(1.2) hOPOSITION. Let E be a real quadratic extension of F. 
(1) E contains S-units with independent signs o ~$0 N, is surjective. 
(2) E contains units with independent signs o F contains units with 
independent signs and all elements of 0: are norms from 0:. 
Proof: (1) To prove the nontrivial direction, we let a;~ N, be surjec- 
tive. For i= 1, . . . . rl(F), let y,~ Us such that ~$0 N,( yi) is negative exactly 
in the ith embedding of F. To obtain XE Uz that is negative in exactly one 
of the embeddings of E lying over the ith embedding of F, we take 
x = yi. n yjyi, where the product is taken over all j# i such that yi is 
negative in an embedding of E lying over the jth embedding of F. 
(2) Follows immediately from (1) and the orders of the groups 
involved. 1 
(1.3) COROLLARY. Let E be a real quadratic extension of a number field 
F. If E contains S-units with independent signs then F contains S-units with 
independent signs. 
(1.4) Notation. For the remainder of this paper, S will denote the set of 
all infinite and all dyadic primes of a number field. 
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For a number field F that contains exactly one dyadic prime and S-units 
with independent signs, the kernel of crs consists of 2 elements. This justifies 
the following: 
(1.5) DEFINITION. For a number field F that contains exactly one 
dyadic prime and S-units with independent signs, let rF denote the 
nontrivial element of the kernel of G”, (or any representative of that square 
class). 
(1.6) Observation. Let F be a number field as in (1.5). rF is not 
contained in the image of i,o F contains units with independent signs. 
Let E be a real quadratic extension of F. The cokernel of 
N,: U;/( Us)’ + U;J( U;.)’ is the cohomology group H”( C,, Us) = 
coker N, = V”,/N,, F( U”,). Its size determines whether or not E contains 
S-units with independent signs in the following way: 
(1.7) PROPOSITION. Let F be a number field that contains exactly one 
dyadic prime and S-units with independent signs. Let E be a real quadratic 
extension of F. Then E contains S-units with independent signs iff either 
coker N, = 1 or coker N, = Z/2 and ~~4 NEil,( U”,). 
ProojY In order for E to contain S-units with independent signs it is 
necessary that the image of N, has at least 2r1’F) elements. By (1.2.1) this 
least number is sufficient if tF$ Im N,, otherwise N,Y must be surjective. b 
2. NUMBER FIELDS WITH PROPERTY (* ) 
(2.1) DEFINITION. A number field F is said to have property (*) iff F is 
totally real and the 2-primary subgroup of K2( 0,) is elementary abelian of 
rank r,(F). 
The basic example of such a number field is Q. Restricting the result in 
[3, 4.1 and 4.61 to real number fields, we see that Conner and Hurrelbrink 
give the following characterization of property (*) in more classical terms: 
(2.2) A number field F has property (*) iff it satisfies all of the following: 
F is totally real, F contains exactly one dyadic prime, F has odd S-class 
number and F contains S-units with independent signs, where S is the set 
of all infinite primes and the dyadic prime of F. 
Recall that the S-class number hs(F) is the order of C’(F), the S-ideal 
class group of F. This group is defined as the factor group of the ideal class 
group of F by its subgroup that is generated by the classes of the prime 
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ideals that are contained in 5’. [3, Theorem 4.11 also shows that property 
(*) is hereditary, that is: 
(2.3) If a number field has property (*), then so does every subfield. 
(2.4) THEOREM. Let F be a number field with property (*) and let E be 
a real quadratic extension of F. Let tF be defined as in (1.5). E has property 
(*) iff either no odd prime of F ramifies in E or exactly one odd prime of 
F ramifies in E and zF$ N,,,(E*). 
In the proof we will use the following exact sequence, which is part of an 
exact hexagon defined by Conner and Hurrelbrink in [4]. Let C, denote 
the Galois group of E 1 F. Then 
H”(C2, CS(E)) -+ H”(C2, U;) 3 R’?JE( F) 2 H’(C,, CS(E)). 
The group Ri(E 1 F) is defined as a quotient of cohomology groups, see 
[3] or [4]. It injects into H”(C2, E*); the composition of this injection 
with ii commutes with the inclusion of H’(C,, U”,) into H”(C2, E*). From 
[3, 2.23 we have: 
(2.5) Let E ) F be a quadratic extension of number fields with hS(F) odd, 
then: 
(1) The map jf is surjective. 
(2) 2-rk C’(E) = 2-rk H1(C2, CS(E)). 
(3) RO,(E I F) g (z/2) 
(number of ramilied primes) + (number of inert primes in S) - 1 
Proof of Theorem (2.4). Let t denote the number of odd primes of F 
that ramify in E. 
If t = 0 we obtain from (2.5.3) that 2-rk Rz(E 1 F) < 0, hence Ri(E 1 F) is 
trivial and the dyadic prime of F does not split in E. Furthermore, we 
obtain from (2.5.1) that H’(CI, CS(E)) is trivial, so by (2.5.2): h’(E) is 
odd. From the exactness of the above sequence it follows that Rz(E ) F) z 
P(C,, Ug), hence by (1.7) E contains S-units with independent signs. 
From (2.2) we conclude that E has property (*). 
If t > 1, assume that hS(E) is odd and E contains exactly one dyadic 
prime. From (2.5.2) and the exactnes of the above sequence we obtain 
Ri(E ( F)rH’(C,, Vi) and from (2.5.3), 2-rk R:(E) F)>2. By (1.7) E 
does not contain S-units with independent signs, so E can not have 
property (*). 
If t = 1 and Z~E N,,,(E*), we again assume that hS(E) is odd and E 
contains exactly one dyadic prime. It follows that Ri(E 1 F) g H”(Cz, U”,) 
and 2-rk Ri(E ( F) = 1. Since Rz(E ( F) injects into H”(Cz, E*), it follows 
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that Z~-E N,,/,( Us). By (1.7) E does not contain S-units with independent 
signs. 
If t = 1 and rF# N,,,(E*) we have it(l) # ii( hence 2-rk Ri(E ( F) > 1. 
It follows from (2.5.3) that 2-rk Rt(E 1 F) = 1 and that the dyadic prime of 
F does not split in E. This makes ii surjective, so jS is trivial. Since jS is 
surjective by (2.5.1), it follows from (2.5.2) that hS(E) is odd. The exact 
sequence gives an isomorphism Ri( E ) F) z H”( C1, Us) and by ( 1.7) E 
contains S-units with independent signs. 1 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Let E 1 F be a quadratic extension of number fields 
with property (*). 
(1) Zf no odd prime of F ramifies in E, then all S-units of F are norms 
of S-units of E. 
(2) Zf exactly one odd prime of F ramifies in E then NEJF(U~)/(U~)’ 
is a subgroup of index 2 of U;/( U”,)’ that does not contain or. 
3. EXISTENCE OF NUMBER FIELDS WITH PROPERTY (*) 
In (2.3) we stated the hereditary nature of property (*). Conversely, one 
can ask: Zf a number field has property (*), do there always exist extensions 
with property (*)? Yes, in fact, there already exist infinitely many quadratic 
extensions with property (*). The propositions below describe all such 
extensions. By (2.4) this list is complete. 
(3.1) PROPOSITION. Let F be a number field with property ( *). For every 
odd prime P of F, there exist exactly two real quadratic extensions of F in 
which P is the only odd prime that ramifies. Zf one is given by F(A), then 
the other is of the form F(G), w h ere or is a totally positive S-unit of F 
that is not a square. 
Proof: Given an odd prime P of F, there exists s E F and n E Z such that 
ph’(F) = so” F, where D, denotes the dyadic prime of F. Since F contains 
S-units with independent signs, we can multiply s by an S-unit v to obtain 
a totally positive element 0 := sv E F. The field F(A) is a real quadratic 
extension of F. The prime P is the only odd prime that ramifies, since it is 
the only odd prime that divides CJ to an odd power see [2, 17.D]. This 
proves the existence of such an extension. Let F(d) and F(G) be real 
quadratic extensions of Fin which the only odd ramifying prime is P. Then 
the valuation of (T/S is even at all odd primes of F. Since h’(F) is odd, it 
follows from the exact sequence 0 + Us/( U”,)’ -+ (z E F* ( u,(z) G 0 mod 2 
for all P$S}/(F*)~ + 2-prim C’(F) -+ 0 that a/s is an S-unit modulo 
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squares. It is also totally positive, hence by (1.5) s = D or s = T~O modulo 
squares. 1 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let F be a number field with property (*) and let 
E = F( fi) be ramtfied at exactly one odd prime P. Then E has property (*) 
lff or is not a square modulo P. 
Proof By (2.4) E has (*) iff tF$NEIF(E*). Since tF is a norm locally 
at all primes different from P and D,, this is equivalent to (zF, CJ)~ = 
(TF, a)&= -1. 1 
(3.3) COROLLARY. If a number field F has property (*), then there exist 
infinitely many quadratic extensions of F with property (*). There are 
number fields with property (*) of arbitrarily high degree; examples can be 
obtained by successive extensions of Q. 
Proof By the equidistribution of primes there exist infinitely many P 
such that TV is not a square modulo P. 1 
(3.4) PROPOSITION. Let F be a number field with property (*). There 
exists exactly one real quadratic extension of F in which no odd prime 
ramgies. It is given by F(&r), w h ere rF is a totally positive S-unit of F that 
is not a square. This number field has property (*). 
Proof Clearly, in F(J&) no odd prime of F ramifies. Uniqueness 
follows in the same way as in the proof of (3.1). By (2.4) such an extension 
has property (*). 1 
(3.5) COROLLARY. Let F have property (*), let F, 1 F be the cyclotomic 
Hz-extension of F and F,, the unique intermediate field of degree 2” over F. 
Then F,, has property (*), 
4. EXAMPLES 
The complete list of all quadratic number fields with property (*) has 
been found before, see [l 1. To illustrate the methods we just developed, we 
now derive it again. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. The complete list of quadratic number fields with 
property (*) is given by Q(G), Q(h), and CD(&), where p is a prime 
withp= +3mod8. 
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Proof. For F= Q, we have zF= 2. The quadratic extensions with 
property (*) are the following: The one in which no odd prime ramifies is 
CJ(fi), The others are of the form CD(&), where cr is a positive integer 
that contains exactly one odd prime to an odd power. Furthermore, this 
prime must satisfy 2 is not a square modulo p. Hence, (r is of either the form 
CJ = p or the form IS = 2p for some prime p with p = +_ 3 mod 8. m 
Since the characterization (2.2) of property (*) involves the parity of the 
S-class number and a condition on S-units, one might ask: What can he 
said about the class number and about units of a number field with property 
(*)? Note that for Q and for Q(d) the class number is odd and it 
contains units with independent signs. The following facts about quadratic 
number fields can be found, for example, in [4]: Qp(&) with q z 5 mod 8 
has odd class number and contains units with independent signs. Q(fi) 
with q z 5 mod 8 has even class number and contains units with indepen- 
dent signs. Cl(&) and CI(&) with p - 3 mod 8 have odd class number 
and do not contain units with independent signs. 
We will now exhibit a family of number fields that have property (*) and 
furthermore even class numbers and do not contain units with independent 
signs. Such examples do not exist among quadratic number fields. 
(4.2) THEOREM. For any prime q with q = 5 mod 8, let E denote a positive 
fundamental unit of F= Q(A). The number fields E = F(dz) have 
property (*). Furthermore, they have even class number and do not contain 
units with independent signs. 
Proof F has property (*), even class number, and N,, 69 (E) = - 1, so F 
contains units with independent signs. The rational primes that ramify in 
Fare 2 and q. Let Q denote the prime of Flying over q. The element E ,,/& 
is totally positive and the prime ideal decomposition of the principal ideal 
it generates contains exactly one odd prime, namely Q, to an odd power. 
Since q ramifies, the residue field of the completion F, is isomorphic to 
Z/q. In it sF= 2 is not a square since q = 5 mod 8. By (3.2) we conclude 
that E = F(dz) has property (*). 
E / F is a ramified extension, so h(F) divides h(E), hence the class 
number of E is even. To show that E does not contain units with inde- 
pendent signs, it suffices to show that E is not a norm from E. Since 
NFIQ(e) = - 1, it therefore suffices to show that - 1 is not a norm from E 
over Q. Since q is totally ramified in E, this residue field is also isomorphic 
to Z/q. Therefore, on the level of residue fields, taking the norm from E 
over Q corresponds to raising to the 4th power. If - 1 were a norm from 
E over Q, then - 1 would be a 4th power in (Z/q)*. This is not the case 
since q = 5 mod 8. 1 
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